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Free read My first touch feel picture cards farm dk
my first flash cards (2023)
featuring over 20 fabrics and textures each page has a tactile centre piece surrounded by images for children to
name touch the fabrics and look at the pictures for a great introduction to colours exciting textures for little hands
to feel flaps to life and die cut finger tracks to follow make this a delightful book that young children will want to
read again and again meet adorable animal characters in a gentle rhyme that s perfect to share young readers will
love to feel the different textures and hear the first words in this interactive sturdy board book designed for children
ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to extend battery life touch feel and hear first words in
this interactive sturdy board book packed with photographs tactile textures and spoken words to help young
readers develop simple vocabulary six spoken words with sounds are included along with many photographs of first
words keep a treasured record of baby s first year with this gorgeous journal beautifully illustrated by sarah ward
with space for pictures and room to record special moments and milestones this sweet baby record book will ensure
those precious memories are never forgotten includes a gorgeous keepsake envelope and stylish elastic band
closure to keep everything safe inside what a wonderful way for youngest learners to explore their world in a hands
on multisensory way a charming board book that incorporates classic high quality touch and feel elements in a baby
friendly word book format whether it s touching the soft fuzzy fur of a little puppy or feeling the rough texture of a
chick s newly hatched shell each image will immediately capture the attention of the very youngest child
stimulating inquisitiveness and an understanding of essential concepts feel the bumpy bicycle tires the smooth
body of the car and the boat s soft blue sail this latest addition to the my first touch and feel series combines high
quality textures on every spread with appealing high impact art to stimulate the imagination of the youngest
readers and encourage them to learn about their world using simple words on a classic white background this
multisensory approach engages children helping them to understand by sight hearing and touch contains 16 picture
cards each with it s own image and touchable texture first words features common animals like fish dogs and cats
as well as household items like keys and shoes and vehicles like cars tractors and fire trucks the back of each
picture card has word translations in spanish french german and chinese and phonetic spellings to help with
pronunciation there are also questions about the related animal or object a guidance card for parents and
caregivers which has tips for learning games and ideas for additional language activities is included in the pack
adapted from amazon com description there s lots for baby to explore in see touch feel a first sensory book this
sturdy board book with bright photographs of happy babies is specially designed to stimulate curiosity through
sensory play each page has a colorful picture activity that invites baby to touch and explore there are raised
textures to feel finger trails to follow and a shiny mirror to look in to can they follow the swirl on the snail s shell can
they tap the drum as your baby grows see touch feel will help your child develop language recognition and motor
skills as they learn to interact with the book in new ways with lots to explore together see touch feel is an ideal first
book to share with your baby young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the truck sounds in this
interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to
extend battery life touch feel and hear the trucks on every page of this sturdy board book engaging photographs
and appealing textures encourage young readers to explore the exciting world of trucks press the touch and feels to
hear five realistic truck sounds with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again young readers will love to
feel the different textures and hear the animal sounds in this interactive sturdy board book designed for children
ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to extend battery life touch feel and hear the animals in
this interactive sturdy board book young readers will love to explore this engaging book packed with appealing
photographs fun facts tactile textures and exciting animal sounds press the touch and feels to hear five realistic
animal sounds with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again babies love to explore and touch as they
see and hear first words photos of real clothes food toys and animals plus bright illustrations are fun to look at and
will keep your toddler engaged sensory touches and peek thru holes make this first words book a favorite with
curious little boys and girls pictures of real animals and objects plus bright illustrations are fun to look at and will
keep your baby or toddler engaged perfect for on the go and car seat time great size for backpacks and diaper bags
sensory exploration builds thinking skills and hand eye coordination perfect gift for baby showers birthdays holidays
little animal lovers and more a great first introduction to books with touch and feel elements check out more touch
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and feel board books from cottage door press touch and feel textures on every page touch a banana car flower hat
fish and ball while learning names of animals from the forest farm arctic and more interactive elements help
support the development of fine motor skills and hand eye coordination touch and feel books invite children to
interact with the story and explore the world around them encouraging sensory exploration bright bold artwork and
interactive textures appear on every page of this sturdy board book with peek through holes durable board pages
designed to withstand traditional wear and tear from babies and toddlers young readers will love to feel the
different textures and hear the dinosaur sounds in this interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3
and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to extend battery life touch feel and hear the dinosaurs in this
interactive sturdy board book that features appealing photo real illustrations of dinosaurs tactile textures and
exciting sounds press the touch and feels to hear five exciting sounds with a button on the last page to play all five
sounds again there s lots to explore in see touch feel roar with a sound module that plays five realistic animal
sounds this sturdy board book is specially designed to stimulate babies through sensory play each page has
colourful images that encourage babies and parents to have fun together by recreating animal sounds and
movements see touch feel roar is ideal for developing babies language recognition and motor skills with bright
photographic images and amazing sounds to play again and again see touch feel roar is the perfect book for
helping babies learn their animal sounds with 3 shaped and die cut flaps 3 touch and feel elements and interesting
die cuts these books are packed with interactive fun the bright bold artwork and friendly characters are sure to
appeal to babies and toddlers young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the vehicle sounds in
this interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover
to extend battery life children can touch feel and hear the noisy vehicles of the road rails sea and sky in this
engaging sturdy board book filled with appealing photographs fun facts tactile textures and exciting vehicle sounds
press the touch and feels to hear five realistic vehicle sounds with a button on the last page to play all five sounds
again fun for fingers eyes and minds whatever the weather this new addition to the my first touch and feel series
offers high quality touchable textural elements to take baby from winter snow to summer sunshine feel a quilted fall
coat a fuzzy fleecy winter jacket a slick yellow slicker for rainy spring a striped t shirt for a beachy summer day this
simple act of touching creates connections between words and objects descriptions and actions the final spread
offers a fun matching game to test kids seasonal smarts with just the right amount of text and bright charming
illustrations it s fun and learning all at the tip of a tiny finger young readers will love to feel the different textures
and hear the baby animal sounds in this interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes
an on off switch on the back cover to extend battery life touch feel and hear the baby animals on every page of this
interactive sturdy board book packed with appealing photographs tactile textures and adorable baby animal sounds
press the touch and feels to hear five realistic baby animal sounds with a button on the last page to play all five
sounds again marriage should be based on love right but does it seem as though you and your spouse are speaking
two different languages 1 new york times bestselling author dr gary chapman guides couples in identifying
understanding and speaking their spouse s primary love language quality time words of affirmation gifts acts of
service or physical touch by learning the five love languages you and your spouse will discover your unique love
languages and learn practical steps in truly loving each other chapters are categorized by love language for easy
reference and each one ends with simple steps to express a specific language to your spouse and guide your
marriage in the right direction a newly designed love languages assessment will help you understand and
strengthen your relationship you can build a lasting loving marriage together gary chapman hosts a nationally
syndicated daily radio program called a love language minute that can be heard on more than 150 radio stations as
well as the weekly syndicated program building relationships with gary chapman which can both be heard on
fivelovelanguages com the five love languages is a consistent new york times bestseller with over 5 million copies
sold and translated into 38 languages this book is a sales phenomenon with each year outselling the prior for 16
years running there s lots for baby to explore in see touch feel a first sensory book this sturdy board book with
bright photographs of happy babies is specially designed to stimulate curiosity through sensory play each page has
a colourful picture activity that invites baby to touch and explore there are raised textures to feel finger trails to
follow and a shiny mirror to look in to can they follow the swirl on the snail s shell can they tap the drum as your
baby grows see touch feel will help your child develop language recognition and motor skills as they learn to
interact with the book in new ways with lots to explore together see touch feel is an ideal first book to share with
your baby this first puppy book is packed with pictures of our favourite pets with exciting touch and feel textures to
stroke and fantastic puppy personalities children will love getting to know these adorable dogs an interactive touch
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and feel book for babies that inspires hands on learning tactile elements and delightful imagery will encourage the
development of motor skills and early learning baby touch and feel first words is an interactive and fun way to help
your child learn not only words but shapes and textures too bold bright pictures and colorful illustrations will be
more than enough to keep your baby s attention this adorable picture book is a perfect first book for preschoolers
and makes for an ideal baby gift not too big and not too small this sturdy padded sensory book is just the right size
for little hands to hold no need for mom and dad to turn the pages babies and toddlers can turn the tough board
book pages themselves which helps to develop their fine motor skills while building an early language foundation
this charming board book for babies includes an amazing range of different textures to explore clearly labeled
pictures and a simple easy to follow design easy to read text to encourage early vocabulary building a texture or
eye catching area on every page rounded edges and chunky pages protecting babies and their growing teeth
learning to read should always be this fun kids will get hours of play from this sturdy board book for babies and
toddlers from making the noises and reading the names to feeling the different textures packed full of shiny objects
and some bumps and grooves this educational book will engage small children and stimulate early childhood
development in different ways this touchy feely book with its strong baby safe jacket makes for an ideal baby gift
complete the series this delightful book is part of the baby touch and feel range of board books for babies and
toddlers from dk books and includes titles like baby touch and feel animals baby touch and feel bedtime baby touch
and feel colors and shapes and more for your little one to enjoy next up for the original touchthinklearn series
feelings engages with classic emotions from joy to anger like the original ttl titles this ingenious continuation uses
the same cut out depressed areas of the page as a creative space the groundbreaking touchthinklearn books offer
the youngest learners an opportunity to explore in a hands on multisensory way seeing the image tracing its shape
saying its name these modes of perception combine to stimulate understanding of essential concepts related words
on each spread offer parents and children a springboard for further conversation to encourage the language skills
crucial to later successful learning in a format unlike any other these groundbreaking books translate abstract
thought into tangible knowledge this bright and bold touch and feel book all about animals is perfect to share with
babies to help develop their language talking to babies is absolutely vital from the day they are born these books
are specially created to help bathe babies in language the key to later speech development with a touch and feel on
every page the charming art and engaging text in chatterbox baby animals gives parents and babies lots to explore
touch and chat about together also available chatterbox baby words numbers shapes let s go a very first numbers
book for babies and toddlers a follow up to my frist touch feel alphabet a touch and feel board book about
emergency vehicles with large peekaboo flaps and things to spot for babies six months and older campbell books
are coming to the rescue in my first touch and find emergency lift the giant flaps to reveal the touchy feely
emergency vehicles and lots of exciting textures feel the bumpy tyres of a police car the rubbery hull of a
coastguard s boat and a smooth and shiny ambulance bright and friendly illustrations from tiago americo bring the
scenes to life and with something to spot or count on every page each colourful book in the my first touch and find
series provides lots of fun for older babies and toddlers this first kitten book is packed with pictures of our favourite
feline friends with exciting touch and feel textures to stroke and fabulous kitten personalities children will love
getting to know these adorable cats touch feel and discover first words with this interactive chunky board book it is
packed with appealing pictures tactile textures and spoken words to help your child develop simple vocabulary this
sturdy board book is specially designed to stimulate toddlers through creative pictures and help them learn first
words each page has a colourful illustration made up of footprints handprints child friendly are or a photo with lots
of bright pictures to explore together and core first words to learn see touch feel abc is the perfect first book to
share with your baby visual and tactile elegance that will appeal to eyes and hands the new york times introducing
touchthinklearn books a format unlike any other combining scooped out die cuts with raised shaped elements each
book is designed to offer the youngest learners an irresistible opportunity to explore their universe in a hands on
multisensory way seeing the image tracing its shape saying its name these modes of perception combine in a
dynamic way to stimulate understanding of essential concepts experience green both in the beauty of a raised leaf
s surface as well as in the caterpillar that munches on the leaf s edge celebrate a moon rising into the night while
simultaneously a sun sets deep into the mirroring page translates abstract thought into tangible knowledge gives
early learning new dimension a bold graphic and tactile introduction to colors kirkus reviews fans of press here
brown bear brown bear what do you see and chicka chicka boom boom will love this book this book is a great read
for babies and toddlers childcare workers parents grandparents this bright engaging book is full of touch and feel
fun and will help to build a child s vocabulary and develop their hand eye coordination as they name each farmyard
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animal baby while discovering the related textures a great tactile learning tool with fun flaps and tactile elements
this vibrant board book teaches simple concepts about animals and places to young children it s playtime time to
flip the flap and find out all about the park this colorful interactive book introduces readers to shiny slides and
swings trees and the ducks and other creatures that live there best of all toddlers can enjoy the sensation of petting
these animals bold and beautiful a board book that will be a pleasure for adult and child alike touch feel and hear
the sounds of the jungle in this interactive board book packed with appealing photographs fun facts tactile textures
and exciting animal sounds little ones will experience the jungle like never before a touch and feel board book
about baby animals with large peekaboo flaps and things to spot for babies six months and older cuddle up with lots
of cute creatures in my first touch and find baby animals from campbell books lift the giant flaps to reveal the
touchy feely animals and lots of exciting textures feel the lamb s woolly fleece the puppy s fuzzy tummy and the
bunny s soft tail bright and friendly illustrations from tiago americo bring the scenes to life and with something to
spot or count on every page each colourful book in the my first touch and find series provides lots of fun for older
babies and toddlers it s a hands on celebration of canada s favourite things young learners will love touching a furry
polar bear cub a woolly tuque a shiny canoe a crinkly leaf and more simple words and innovative touch and feel
elements are paired with bright bold photographs and illustrations filling each page with interest and colour perfect
for little hands and inquisitive minds this bright and chunky board book is educational fun and an engaging
introduction to some iconic canadian symbols
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Colours 2019-07 featuring over 20 fabrics and textures each page has a tactile centre piece surrounded by images
for children to name touch the fabrics and look at the pictures for a great introduction to colours
My First Touch, Feel, and Play! 2017-09-05 exciting textures for little hands to feel flaps to life and die cut finger
tracks to follow make this a delightful book that young children will want to read again and again meet adorable
animal characters in a gentle rhyme that s perfect to share
Noisy First Words 2020-09-22 young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the first words in this
interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to
extend battery life touch feel and hear first words in this interactive sturdy board book packed with photographs
tactile textures and spoken words to help young readers develop simple vocabulary six spoken words with sounds
are included along with many photographs of first words
To Baby with Love 2015-02-02 keep a treasured record of baby s first year with this gorgeous journal beautifully
illustrated by sarah ward with space for pictures and room to record special moments and milestones this sweet
baby record book will ensure those precious memories are never forgotten includes a gorgeous keepsake envelope
and stylish elastic band closure to keep everything safe inside
My First Touch-and-Feel Words Book 2014-08-05 what a wonderful way for youngest learners to explore their world
in a hands on multisensory way a charming board book that incorporates classic high quality touch and feel
elements in a baby friendly word book format whether it s touching the soft fuzzy fur of a little puppy or feeling the
rough texture of a chick s newly hatched shell each image will immediately capture the attention of the very
youngest child stimulating inquisitiveness and an understanding of essential concepts
Things That Go 2017-04-04 feel the bumpy bicycle tires the smooth body of the car and the boat s soft blue sail this
latest addition to the my first touch and feel series combines high quality textures on every spread with appealing
high impact art to stimulate the imagination of the youngest readers and encourage them to learn about their world
using simple words on a classic white background this multisensory approach engages children helping them to
understand by sight hearing and touch
First Words 2018 contains 16 picture cards each with it s own image and touchable texture first words features
common animals like fish dogs and cats as well as household items like keys and shoes and vehicles like cars
tractors and fire trucks the back of each picture card has word translations in spanish french german and chinese
and phonetic spellings to help with pronunciation there are also questions about the related animal or object a
guidance card for parents and caregivers which has tips for learning games and ideas for additional language
activities is included in the pack adapted from amazon com description
See, Touch, Feel 2018-09-25 there s lots for baby to explore in see touch feel a first sensory book this sturdy
board book with bright photographs of happy babies is specially designed to stimulate curiosity through sensory
play each page has a colorful picture activity that invites baby to touch and explore there are raised textures to feel
finger trails to follow and a shiny mirror to look in to can they follow the swirl on the snail s shell can they tap the
drum as your baby grows see touch feel will help your child develop language recognition and motor skills as they
learn to interact with the book in new ways with lots to explore together see touch feel is an ideal first book to share
with your baby
Noisy Trucks 2020-09-22 young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the truck sounds in this
interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to
extend battery life touch feel and hear the trucks on every page of this sturdy board book engaging photographs
and appealing textures encourage young readers to explore the exciting world of trucks press the touch and feels to
hear five realistic truck sounds with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again
Noisy Animals 2020-09-22 young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the animal sounds in this
interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to
extend battery life touch feel and hear the animals in this interactive sturdy board book young readers will love to
explore this engaging book packed with appealing photographs fun facts tactile textures and exciting animal
sounds press the touch and feels to hear five realistic animal sounds with a button on the last page to play all five
sounds again
My First Animals 2018 babies love to explore and touch as they see and hear first words photos of real clothes
food toys and animals plus bright illustrations are fun to look at and will keep your toddler engaged sensory touches
and peek thru holes make this first words book a favorite with curious little boys and girls pictures of real animals
and objects plus bright illustrations are fun to look at and will keep your baby or toddler engaged perfect for on the
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go and car seat time great size for backpacks and diaper bags sensory exploration builds thinking skills and hand
eye coordination perfect gift for baby showers birthdays holidays little animal lovers and more a great first
introduction to books with touch and feel elements check out more touch and feel board books from cottage door
press touch and feel textures on every page touch a banana car flower hat fish and ball while learning names of
animals from the forest farm arctic and more interactive elements help support the development of fine motor skills
and hand eye coordination touch and feel books invite children to interact with the story and explore the world
around them encouraging sensory exploration bright bold artwork and interactive textures appear on every page of
this sturdy board book with peek through holes durable board pages designed to withstand traditional wear and
tear from babies and toddlers
Touch and Feel First Words 2022-09-20 young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the dinosaur
sounds in this interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the
back cover to extend battery life touch feel and hear the dinosaurs in this interactive sturdy board book that
features appealing photo real illustrations of dinosaurs tactile textures and exciting sounds press the touch and
feels to hear five exciting sounds with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again
Noisy Dinosaurs 2020-09-22 there s lots to explore in see touch feel roar with a sound module that plays five
realistic animal sounds this sturdy board book is specially designed to stimulate babies through sensory play each
page has colourful images that encourage babies and parents to have fun together by recreating animal sounds
and movements see touch feel roar is ideal for developing babies language recognition and motor skills with bright
photographic images and amazing sounds to play again and again see touch feel roar is the perfect book for
helping babies learn their animal sounds
See, Touch, Feel: Roar 2020-09 with 3 shaped and die cut flaps 3 touch and feel elements and interesting die cuts
these books are packed with interactive fun the bright bold artwork and friendly characters are sure to appeal to
babies and toddlers
Monkey's Playtime 2013 young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the vehicle sounds in this
interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to
extend battery life children can touch feel and hear the noisy vehicles of the road rails sea and sky in this engaging
sturdy board book filled with appealing photographs fun facts tactile textures and exciting vehicle sounds press the
touch and feels to hear five realistic vehicle sounds with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again
Noisy Things That Go 2020-09-22 fun for fingers eyes and minds whatever the weather this new addition to the my
first touch and feel series offers high quality touchable textural elements to take baby from winter snow to summer
sunshine feel a quilted fall coat a fuzzy fleecy winter jacket a slick yellow slicker for rainy spring a striped t shirt for
a beachy summer day this simple act of touching creates connections between words and objects descriptions and
actions the final spread offers a fun matching game to test kids seasonal smarts with just the right amount of text
and bright charming illustrations it s fun and learning all at the tip of a tiny finger
Seasons 2016-04-05 young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the baby animal sounds in this
interactive sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up includes an on off switch on the back cover to
extend battery life touch feel and hear the baby animals on every page of this interactive sturdy board book packed
with appealing photographs tactile textures and adorable baby animal sounds press the touch and feels to hear five
realistic baby animal sounds with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again
Noisy Baby Animals 2020-09-22 marriage should be based on love right but does it seem as though you and your
spouse are speaking two different languages 1 new york times bestselling author dr gary chapman guides couples
in identifying understanding and speaking their spouse s primary love language quality time words of affirmation
gifts acts of service or physical touch by learning the five love languages you and your spouse will discover your
unique love languages and learn practical steps in truly loving each other chapters are categorized by love
language for easy reference and each one ends with simple steps to express a specific language to your spouse and
guide your marriage in the right direction a newly designed love languages assessment will help you understand
and strengthen your relationship you can build a lasting loving marriage together gary chapman hosts a nationally
syndicated daily radio program called a love language minute that can be heard on more than 150 radio stations as
well as the weekly syndicated program building relationships with gary chapman which can both be heard on
fivelovelanguages com the five love languages is a consistent new york times bestseller with over 5 million copies
sold and translated into 38 languages this book is a sales phenomenon with each year outselling the prior for 16
years running
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The Five Love Languages 2009-12-17 there s lots for baby to explore in see touch feel a first sensory book this
sturdy board book with bright photographs of happy babies is specially designed to stimulate curiosity through
sensory play each page has a colourful picture activity that invites baby to touch and explore there are raised
textures to feel finger trails to follow and a shiny mirror to look in to can they follow the swirl on the snail s shell can
they tap the drum as your baby grows see touch feel will help your child develop language recognition and motor
skills as they learn to interact with the book in new ways with lots to explore together see touch feel is an ideal first
book to share with your baby
See, Touch, Feel 2018-10-02 this first puppy book is packed with pictures of our favourite pets with exciting touch
and feel textures to stroke and fantastic puppy personalities children will love getting to know these adorable dogs
Numbers and Counting 2018 an interactive touch and feel book for babies that inspires hands on learning tactile
elements and delightful imagery will encourage the development of motor skills and early learning baby touch and
feel first words is an interactive and fun way to help your child learn not only words but shapes and textures too
bold bright pictures and colorful illustrations will be more than enough to keep your baby s attention this adorable
picture book is a perfect first book for preschoolers and makes for an ideal baby gift not too big and not too small
this sturdy padded sensory book is just the right size for little hands to hold no need for mom and dad to turn the
pages babies and toddlers can turn the tough board book pages themselves which helps to develop their fine motor
skills while building an early language foundation this charming board book for babies includes an amazing range of
different textures to explore clearly labeled pictures and a simple easy to follow design easy to read text to
encourage early vocabulary building a texture or eye catching area on every page rounded edges and chunky
pages protecting babies and their growing teeth learning to read should always be this fun kids will get hours of
play from this sturdy board book for babies and toddlers from making the noises and reading the names to feeling
the different textures packed full of shiny objects and some bumps and grooves this educational book will engage
small children and stimulate early childhood development in different ways this touchy feely book with its strong
baby safe jacket makes for an ideal baby gift complete the series this delightful book is part of the baby touch and
feel range of board books for babies and toddlers from dk books and includes titles like baby touch and feel animals
baby touch and feel bedtime baby touch and feel colors and shapes and more for your little one to enjoy
My First Touch and Feel: Puppies 2014-06-02 next up for the original touchthinklearn series feelings engages
with classic emotions from joy to anger like the original ttl titles this ingenious continuation uses the same cut out
depressed areas of the page as a creative space the groundbreaking touchthinklearn books offer the youngest
learners an opportunity to explore in a hands on multisensory way seeing the image tracing its shape saying its
name these modes of perception combine to stimulate understanding of essential concepts related words on each
spread offer parents and children a springboard for further conversation to encourage the language skills crucial to
later successful learning in a format unlike any other these groundbreaking books translate abstract thought into
tangible knowledge
Baby Touch and Feel: First Words 2016-08-02 this bright and bold touch and feel book all about animals is perfect to
share with babies to help develop their language talking to babies is absolutely vital from the day they are born
these books are specially created to help bathe babies in language the key to later speech development with a
touch and feel on every page the charming art and engaging text in chatterbox baby animals gives parents and
babies lots to explore touch and chat about together also available chatterbox baby words numbers shapes let s go
TouchThinkLearn: Feelings 2020 a very first numbers book for babies and toddlers a follow up to my frist touch feel
alphabet
Chatterbox Baby: Animals 2019-08-08 a touch and feel board book about emergency vehicles with large peekaboo
flaps and things to spot for babies six months and older campbell books are coming to the rescue in my first touch
and find emergency lift the giant flaps to reveal the touchy feely emergency vehicles and lots of exciting textures
feel the bumpy tyres of a police car the rubbery hull of a coastguard s boat and a smooth and shiny ambulance
bright and friendly illustrations from tiago americo bring the scenes to life and with something to spot or count on
every page each colourful book in the my first touch and find series provides lots of fun for older babies and
toddlers
My First Touch and Feel Numbers 2019-08-27 this first kitten book is packed with pictures of our favourite feline
friends with exciting touch and feel textures to stroke and fabulous kitten personalities children will love getting to
know these adorable cats
Emergency 2020-03-19 touch feel and discover first words with this interactive chunky board book it is packed
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with appealing pictures tactile textures and spoken words to help your child develop simple vocabulary
My First Touch and Feel: Kittens 2014-06-02 this sturdy board book is specially designed to stimulate toddlers
through creative pictures and help them learn first words each page has a colourful illustration made up of
footprints handprints child friendly are or a photo with lots of bright pictures to explore together and core first
words to learn see touch feel abc is the perfect first book to share with your baby
See Touch Feel: 123 2021-01-19 visual and tactile elegance that will appeal to eyes and hands the new york times
introducing touchthinklearn books a format unlike any other combining scooped out die cuts with raised shaped
elements each book is designed to offer the youngest learners an irresistible opportunity to explore their universe
in a hands on multisensory way seeing the image tracing its shape saying its name these modes of perception
combine in a dynamic way to stimulate understanding of essential concepts experience green both in the beauty of
a raised leaf s surface as well as in the caterpillar that munches on the leaf s edge celebrate a moon rising into the
night while simultaneously a sun sets deep into the mirroring page translates abstract thought into tangible
knowledge gives early learning new dimension a bold graphic and tactile introduction to colors kirkus reviews fans
of press here brown bear brown bear what do you see and chicka chicka boom boom will love this book this book is
a great read for babies and toddlers childcare workers parents grandparents
See, Touch, Create 2019-09 this bright engaging book is full of touch and feel fun and will help to build a child s
vocabulary and develop their hand eye coordination as they name each farmyard animal baby while discovering the
related textures a great tactile learning tool
Noisy First Words 2018-03 with fun flaps and tactile elements this vibrant board book teaches simple concepts
about animals and places to young children it s playtime time to flip the flap and find out all about the park this
colorful interactive book introduces readers to shiny slides and swings trees and the ducks and other creatures that
live there best of all toddlers can enjoy the sensation of petting these animals
See, Touch, Feel ABC 2020 bold and beautiful a board book that will be a pleasure for adult and child alike
TouchThinkLearn: Colors 2013-07-23 touch feel and hear the sounds of the jungle in this interactive board book
packed with appealing photographs fun facts tactile textures and exciting animal sounds little ones will experience
the jungle like never before
Farm 2013-03-05 a touch and feel board book about baby animals with large peekaboo flaps and things to spot for
babies six months and older cuddle up with lots of cute creatures in my first touch and find baby animals from
campbell books lift the giant flaps to reveal the touchy feely animals and lots of exciting textures feel the lamb s
woolly fleece the puppy s fuzzy tummy and the bunny s soft tail bright and friendly illustrations from tiago americo
bring the scenes to life and with something to spot or count on every page each colourful book in the my first touch
and find series provides lots of fun for older babies and toddlers
Park 2018-07-10 it s a hands on celebration of canada s favourite things young learners will love touching a furry
polar bear cub a woolly tuque a shiny canoe a crinkly leaf and more simple words and innovative touch and feel
elements are paired with bright bold photographs and illustrations filling each page with interest and colour perfect
for little hands and inquisitive minds this bright and chunky board book is educational fun and an engaging
introduction to some iconic canadian symbols
My Animals 2009
See, Touch, Feel: Roar 2020-09-01
Noisy Jungle 2018-08-09
Baby Animals 2020-03-19
Scholastic Early Learners: Touch and Feel Canada 2020-04-07
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